Experimental determination of the gadolinium dose enhancement in phantom irradiated with low energy X-ray sources by a spectrophotometer -Gafchromic-EBT3 dosimetry system.
This work reports the experimental determination of dose enhancement produced in phantoms containing target volumes doped with Gadolinium and irradiated with low-energy X-ray beams. EBT3 Gafchromic films were immersed into 5 ml target volumes to simulate tumor filling with 100% ultra-pure water (blank sample) and ultra-pure water infused with Gd solution (Omniscan®) in different concentration (9-24 mg/ml). The dose enhancement due to excitation of Gd K-edge (50.2 keV) was evaluated in terms of the increment in optical density, obtained by a Spectrophotometer-Gafchromic-EBT3 dosimetry system calibrated in terms of the dose-response for 1-8 Gy range. The dose enhancement was evaluated in two condition: a beam quality with spectrum above the absorption edge in a medium with and without Gd; and two beam qualities (above and below the absorption edge) in a medium with a fixed Gd concentration (18 mg/ml). The obtained results confirmed increments in relative dose enhancement according to Gd concentrations up to 18 mg/ml, with a dose enhancement of 1.1 Gy and an average percentage enhancement of 28.4%. For higher values of concentration, the attenuation interaction of the primary beam is more relevant instead of dose enhancement process. On the other hand, the dose enhancement obtained to comparison the spectra above and below the absorption edge, shown results up to 3.3 Gy of enhancement and average percentage enhancement of 88%.